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' ECNP Intervennrs Answer to a Board Ouestion

At the May 13, 1980, Prehearing Conference, the Licensing Board offered
ECNP the opportunity to answer the question posed by the Board as to whether
or not ECNP could have answered the interrogatories requested by the Suspended i

|Licensee in the time allotted.
The answer to this question is no; the ECNP Intervenors were committed, as

we believe this Board had been well advised, in the T"I-2 Aoteal Board oroceedings.
In the aircraft crash portion of the original TMI-2 licensing proceeding, which
the Counission chose to defer resolution so as to permit operation of TMI-2, the
NRC Staff requested an extension of time to file its after-hearing memorandum.
This had been due April 15, 1980. An extension was granted until April 28, 1980.
ECNP also faced unanticipated problems in this area, and now is largely consumed

with the still unresolved radon-222 memorandum.
We observe that this is yet another filing which consumes our time and re-

sources, but which does not move ECNP one inch closer to its yet unfilfilled dis- .

covery requests. ECNP strenuously objects to the continuing pattern of proceddral
harrassment by the NRC Staff, the Suspended Licensee, and this Licensing Board

in this proceeding. Every possible advantage is being taken of ECNP to ensure
that ECNP (a) does not get any relevant discovery materials requested, (b) that |

ECNP will be required to file enough papers to totally occupy all_ of the time of
ECNP, and (c) deadlines will continue to be set which are physically impossible

for ECNP to meet. The obvious intent is to drive ECMP out of this and every other

proceeding to wnich ECNP is a party.
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The initial ECtlP discovery requests were given to Staff counsel Marcia
Mulkey on November 14, 1979. These materials (nine in number) were delivered

j in January,1930, but cnly after all materials perhining to the TMI-2 accident
i had been selectively deleteo and withheld. A second list was mailed to Ms.

|
Jona Souder on January 22, 1980, on the advice of Staff Counsel Lucinda low
Swartz. Not a single piece of paper'of that mquest was ever delivered, even

,

though Staff counsel had made repeated comitments to fil 1 such requests. We,

observe that the Staff has never made any objection to any ECIP discovery requests.
"e also observe that this Board at the February 13, 1980, Prehearing Conference
set deadlines for making motions to compel discovery which, as the Board was
then advised, EC4P could not meet because of the necessary preparations for the
THI-2 Appeal Board Hearings. Furthennore, on top of these burdens, the Sus-
pended Licensee has refused the one simple mquest made of them for a copy of
Appendix 2A of the FSAR. In addition, the Suspendeo Licensee would require
ECIP to expend countless hours of driving and procurement of lodging away from

On 'op of that, if ECNP needed to take outhome to use the "mading room." t

materials, they were available at outrageous prices, allowing the Suspended
Licensee to profit from the discovery process. Similarly, transcripts of this

proceeding are available to ECNP only at an enannous cost in time, travel, and
expense.

These burdens of extra travel, extra time, and extra expense are not burdens
EC4P voluntarily accepted. These burdens were imposed by ECiP's adversaries. In
a similar vein, most of the proceedings to which ECNP is a party are products of
the NRC policy of permitting the operation of nuclear power plants with unresolved
enviornmental and safety issues. Thus, the TMI-1 Restart Hearings and the TMI-2

,

Technical Specifications Hearings are artifacts of NRC policy. As a result, the
,

need for ECIP to act to protect its members and their interests fmm the Suspended

|
Licensee and the NRC have grown, but not as a result of our actions.

| ECIP has not been fined by the NRC for violating NRC regulations. EC4P is

not accussed of having caused from 200 to 400 infant mortalities. ECIP is not
! being investigated by the Justice Department for possible criminal prosecution,

nor is ECIP the subject of any Grand Jury investigations. Nor has ECIP been ever

| criticized by any investigative body for its role in any NRC proceeding. ,

Both the Pmsident's Comission on the Accident at Three Mile Island and the
Special Incuiry Group _of the NRC itself found serious flaws in the attitudes of i

'

the Suspended Licensee and the NRC Staff ('See jthe Main Report of the President's
Commission, pp. 7-25, 43-56; see the " Report to the Comissioners and to the

'

Public" of the Special Inquiry Group of the NRC, pp. 97-108,112-114,117-119).
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Furthermore, in the "Paport of the Office of Chief Counsel on the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission" of the President's Comission, a thorough discussion is given concern-

ing tne various ways the Comission and its Licensing and Appeal Boards have swept
safety cencerr.s asit! so tnat nuclear power plants could be allcwed to operate (see
pp. 49-140), as happened at TMI-2. ECiP hereby incorporates all of these materials

by reference into this filing.
'

Since the TMI-2 accident began, EClP is not aware of any single change in at- -

titude accng an party (utility or NRC Staff) or any Board (Licensing or Appeal
in any proceeding) to which ECNP is a- party which would benefit the health and
safety of the public. What ECNP has seen is a' concerted drive to drive ECtP
from every such proceeding, initially, by withholding infomation any by the un-
precedented demands to answer up to 2,700 interrogatories. The next tactic, when
requests for protective orders are dutifully denied, is to move for the expulsion
of ECIP from the przceeding or to otherwise curtail the participation of ECIP.
None of these actions has ever been construed so as to increase the level of pro-
tection of the health and safetiy of; the public. Quite to the contrary, there
have been few procedural rights of ECIP which have not been sacrificed in thtf
proceeding (and in Susquehanna and the TMI-2 remanded proceedings) so as to pro-
tect the utility and the NRC Staff from ECIP.

Because ECIP does not have large quantities of resources available to it in
-terms of money or persons capable of substantially contributing to its legal en-

.

-deavors, such legal efforts, as. jn the case of[this proceeding, are necessarily
fragile. The efforts of ECNP are very dependent on free access to information
and the time to view, review, and weigh the infomation. We sadly observe that
it is only since the TMI-2 accident that the Suspended Licensee (or Applicant,
as the case may be), the NRC Staff, and appropriate Board in every proceeding to
which ECNP is a party, have taken every effort to (a) ensure that ECNP gets no .

needed information or (b) ensure.that ECNP does not have time to develop its own

case. The Comission's own rules' state that -
Every party to a proceeding shall have the right to present
such oral and documentary evidence and rebuttal evidence
and conduct such cross-examination as may be required for
the full and true disclosure of the facts. (10 C.F.R. 2.743(&))

Yet, with this Board's assistance, the Suspended Licensee and the NRC Staff con-
tinue to withhold from ECNP the very infor-nation ECIP needs for its case. In

'

What-adcition, every procedural harrassment has bee? thrown in the way of ECIP.
i

! ever :ne purpose of such harrassments may have been, the effect has been to totally

_.
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deny ECIP all rights of preparation of its case. Time goes by, the level of
over-work con'tiinues, yet ECIP is no closer to being ready for trial now in either

^

i
the TMI-1 Pastart Proceddings or Susquehanna 1 and 2 than it was nine months

! ago. ECIP, as a result of the procedural harrassment in these two proceedings,
was unable, due to the lack of human and financial resources, to offer witnesses

i

in the radon-222 proceeding. In addition', the preparation of even cross-examination,

for that proceeding had to be severely curtailed for lack of resources. ECfP

) sees no reason to believe other than the Suspended Licensee (and the Applicant
in Susquehanna), the NRC Staff, and the Licensing Board (and the Licensing Board
in Susquehanna) do not want the full., infonned participation of ECNP in this or
any other proceeding. ECIP is not aware of an evidence whatsoever to the contrary.
'de have not seen this Board ask the Staff why the ECIP discovery requests have not,

;

or could not, or will not be completely fulfilled, as the Staff promised repeatedly!
'de do see that this Board is actively protecting the NRC Staff and the Suspended
Licensee from a fully infonned ECNP. Them seems little other explanation for the'

extraordinary burdens which the unfunded ECIP is required to bear, while the well-
funded parties, the NRC Staff and the Suspended Licensee, are protected from having
to fulfill discovery requests and (as noted in our January 24, 1980, filing) the
need to answer interrogatories.

The problems ECIP faces in this proceeding are not of the making of ECNP.
The applications of sanctions against ECNP will not contribute to "the full and
true disclosure of the facts," nor will any further required filings. Quite the
contrary, if there is any real ir9nt for the " full and true disclosure of the
facts," ECIP should be made whole ;y (a) the receipt of all_ requested documents,
(b) the granting of time to develop interrogatories, and (c) the granting of time
to myiew and analyze the infonnation and interrogatories. .

It is the Staff and Suspended Licensee which are the root of any problems.
F :ndeed the proceeding is delayed as ECNP hereby requests, such a delay is ab-
solutely necessary "for the full and true disclosure of the facts." It is, after
all, the Staff and Applicant who took that risk in their selective treatment of ECNF

*Here we must thank Staff Counsel James Tourtellote for at least one small piece of
information that ECIP is not under surveillance. At the May 13, 1980, Prehearing
Conference, he suggested tnat (paraphrased) -- as Dr. Kepford well knows -- a con-
siderable body of infonnation on the TMI-2 accident is on microfiche at the Penn
State Library. Had Mr. Tourtellote been aware of the activities of the ECMP inter-
venors, he would not have made the false reference to Dr. Kepford's knowledge of
the Penn State Library. But material on microfiche is of no assistance, unless
there is available years for use. Neither Drs. Kepford nor Johnsrud can withstand
the glam of a microfiche mader. Thus, extra time would be needed, not less, as
has been demanded in this and all other proceedings to which ECNP is a party.
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Lastly, as this Board has observed, the contentions of EC'IP " raise important
questions...conceming the public health and safety...." (!'emorandum and Order,
4ril 11,1980, p. 2). We agree. In the casa of Ver cnt tankee vs. 'IROC, the
Suprera Court stated that

The Comission's prime area of concern in the licensing context...
is public health and safety. '. Slip Sinien, p. 23)

ECIP submits that the protection of the health and safety is the prime concern
of any Licensing Board, and as a resuit, any predetemined schedule must take
a subordinate role to the Board's prime area of concern. ECiP has raised valid
contentions conceming the public health and safety, but has been denied access
to the very infomation absolutely necessary to ask interrogatoires, ask follow-
up discovery requests, folicw-uo interrogatories, and, indeed, even to properly
answer interrogatories. For this Soard to impose any sanctions upon ECiP, or
even to pemit the continued withholding of properly requested infomation from
the Staff to meet an arbitrary schedule would be a travesty of justice.

.

Respectfully submitted,

June 3, 1980. ['

Afkkaf t jp.he,-)*
ChaunceyKepydrd/ '

,

Representative of the
ECriP Intervenors
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
f
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I hereby cirtify that copies of ECNP INTERVENORS ANSWER TO A BOARD QUESTION
have bean served on the following by deposit in the U.S. Mail, first class,
ustage paid, on this Lday of June,1980:
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Ivan T. Smith, Osq. Docketing and Service Section
.

Atomic Saf ety and Licensi=g Bewd Office of the Secret ary
,U.S. Nelear Ragulatory Cosmaissios U.S. Nelear Megalatory Commission
Wachington, D.C. 20555 Fashington, D.C. 20555 .

Dr. Yalter R. Jordan James A. . Tourt ellotte, Esq ..

831 Y. Cuter Drive Office of Executits Legal Director

Cal Ridge, Tennessee Sp30 U.S. Welear Regulatory Commission-

Washington, D.C. 20555
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Dr. Linda T. Little George F. Trowbridge, Esq.
*

Shaw, Pittman, Potte & TrowbridgeSOC 0 Hermitage Drive .

3alaigh, ||5 cath Carolisa 27%2 1800 M Street, N. Y.
Tashington, D.C. 20006
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